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Dynamics of neutral cluster growth and cluster ion fragmentation
for toluene/water, aniline/argon, and 4-fluorostyrene/argon clusters:
Covariance mapping of the mass spectral data

M. Foltin, G. J. Stueber, and E. R. Bernstein
Department of Chemistry, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado 80523-1872

~Received 20 March 1998; accepted 9 June 1998!

Neutral cluster growth and ionic cluster fragmentation are studied for toluene/water (TWn), aniline/
argon (AnArn), and 4-fluorostyrene/argon (FSArn). Clusters are created in a supersonic expansion
and ionized by both one-color and two-color~near threshold! resonance enhanced laser ionization.
Toluene/water clusters are known to fragment subsequent to ionization by loss of water molecules
or by proton transfer and loss of a benzyl radical. This system is selected to test the applicability of
covariance mapping techniques to investigate the fragmentation behavior of singly charged cluster
ions. To explore sensitivity of the parent ion/fragment ion correlation coefficient to cluster
fragmentation, correlation coefficients are measured as a function of ionization photon energy as
thresholds for the various fragmentation processes are scanned. For TW3

1 parent ions, correlation
coefficients correctly reflect switching between the benzyl radical loss and water loss fragmentation
channels as the photon energy is increased. For T2Wn

1 cluster ions, fragmentation contributes only
about 20% to the correlation coefficient—the other 80% contribution is due to neutral cluster
growth. The growth-dominated correlation coefficients scale approximately with the square root of
the product of the two ion signal intensities and linearly with the ionization laser intensity, and
therefore are not good relative measures of correlations between ions and signals of different
intensities. A normalized covariance~covariance/product of signal intensities! is introduced to
eliminate this dependence. The laser intensity@;(signal product)1/2# independent component of
the normalized covariance arises from ion correlation due to neutral cluster growth and the laser
intensity dependent component of the normalized covariance arises from ion correlation due to
cluster ion fragmentation. These findings are applied to study the cluster growth dynamics of AnArn

and FSArn clusters. Covariance mapping shows that the broad intensity maxima in the mass
spectrum of FSArn clusters are not caused by fragmentation but can be attributed to neutral cluster
growth. The observed neutral cluster distribution appears to be a superposition of three broad,
overlapping, log-normal-like distributions peaking around cluster sizesn54, 8, 20. The difference
between the overall shapes of the AnArn and FSArn mass distributions appears to be due to faster
dimer and cluster growth kinetics for the FSArn cluster system. The growth kinetics for the latter
two cluster systems can be fully explained and modeled by a simple closed form algebraic kinetic
equation that depends on three parameters: dimer growth rate, overall cluster growth rate, and a
cluster growth cross section that scales with cluster size. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~98!00135-4#

I. INTRODUCTION

In the mass spectroscopy of clusters and polyatomic
molecules, ion fragmentation is often a serious problem even
if careful threshold energy ionization is pursued: Franck–
Condon factors for the ionization can require that the ions
are created with excess vibrational energy. Two questions
arise for a mass spectrum produced with excess ion energy:
~1! Does the observed mass spectrum reflect the neutral dis-
tribution of species?~2! If cluster ion fragmentation has oc-
curred, what are the pathways? Ionic fragmentation on the
tens of microseconds time scale~metastable fragmentation!
can be determined in a reflectron-time-of-flight or a double
focusing sector field mass spectrometer; however, no simple
way exists to correlate the fragmenting ions in the ion ex-
traction region of a mass spectrometer in the first few hun-

dred nanoseconds following ionization. Additionally, parent/
fragment ion associations must be made to help identify
mass resolved excitation spectra in a complex fragmenting
cluster system.

Time-of-flight mass spectroscopy~TOFMS! is fre-
quently employed in cluster studies because it can obtain a
complete mass spectrum of the sample in a single ionization
~laser! pulse. A TOF mass spectrometer has a large through-
put and a final mass spectrum for a cluster system is typically
acquired by averaging the signals from many (;103) ioniza-
tion pulses to achieve good signal to noise ratios. The aver-
aging process, however, also results in the loss of consider-
able important information contained in each individual trace
or scan of the mass spectrum. In particular, some ions appear
in these scans in association or antiassociation with other
ions. It is such information that can suggest fragmentation
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parent/daughter and growth relationships between cluster
ions.1–6 Houk and co-workers were among the first to test for
these ion associations by employing the chi-square (x2) test
and computing correlation coefficients~g! for ion signals in
different mass channels for a collection of individual single
pulse TOF mass spectra.1 Pairs of ions withg larger than
some critical valueg0 ~corresponding to a certain confidence
level! are considered associated. These investigators studied
CsI, YBa2Cu3O7, ~VO!2P2O7, andb-VOPO4 cluster systems
generated by laser ablation. They showed that ion formation
and fragmentation pathways and mechanisms could be un-
covered by such covariance mapping techniques. Of particu-
lar interest for our studies is the behavior of~VO!2P2O7 and
VOPO4 systems.1~b! Their mass spectra are very similar, but
their ion association maps are very different. Thus while the
overall ablation process yields similar mass spectra, very dif-
ferent sets of growth kinetics give rise to these mass spectral
intensities.

Contemporaneous with the Houk group studies are those
by Frasinskiet al.,2 who employed covariance mapping to
obtain ‘‘momentum’’ maps of fragmenting multiply charged
ions during a Coulomb explosion. These maps can be em-
ployed to reveal kinetic energy release in fragmentation pro-
cesses for these ions. A number of groups have followed
these two paths and employed the covariance map for mo-
mentum and correlated ion studies. Correlation of neutral
fragments from photodissociation of mass selected cluster
ions is another application of the covariance mapping tech-
nique. Systems as diverse as argon clusters,3 ammonia
clusters,4 CF4,

5 and laser ablated plumes of high
temperature superconductors,6~a!,6~b! and Pb~Ti0.48Zr0.52!O3

ferroelectrics6~c! have been investigated.
To explore the suitability of this technique for the study

of neutral cluster growth and ionic cluster fragmentation be-
havior of singly charged van der Waals clusters, we first
study the toluene/water cluster system. The toluene/water
cluster system is known to undergo intensive, but energy
controlled fragmentation processes upon ionization: the
threshold for ionization and various fragmentation pathways
can be scanned by tuning the laser generated ionization
wavelength. This approach, combined with simple computer
modeling and ionization laser intensity dependence studies,
allows one to uncouple the correlation component due to
fragmentation from other contributions to the ion correlation,
including those from neutral cluster growth and instrumental
effects. In some instances, one can expose individual frag-
mentation pathways.

The potential and limitations for the covariance mapping
technique to expose these pathways are discussed in this re-
port. These findings are then employed to interpret the mass
spectra of aniline/argon (AnArn) and 4-fluorostyrene/argon
(FSArn) van der Waals cluster systems. Bre´chignac and
co-workers7 observe that these two similar solute/solvent
systems have very different mass spectral intensity patterns
under one-color, two-photon ionization conditions: AnArn

ion signal intensities decrease with increase in cluster sizen;
FSArn cluster signals peak at local maximum for aboutn
;4. Under the present two-color, two-photon threshold ion-
ization conditions, however, the AnArn spectrum has a glo-

bal maximum atn;4. As the expansion backing pressure
increases, the AnArn distribution maximum smoothly shifts
to higher cluster sizes and the FSArn distribution develops
two additional maxima atn;8, 20. The normalized covari-
ance matrix elements are small and are all equal for the
AnArn clusters system, but large and positive for (FSArn

1 ,
FSArn21

1 ) and negative for (FSArn
1, FSArn2 l

1 ) clusters, with
l a function ofn and backing pressure (l .5). The covari-
ances change smoothly for the FSArn distribution. Covari-
ance mapping shows clearly that these threshold distributions
are not associated with cluster ion fragmentation but that
they are due to cluster growth patterns. Through computer
modeling and simulation of cluster growth rate equations,
one can demonstrate that the important growth kinetic pa-
rameters are the dimer formation rate constant and the over-
all clustering rate constant.

II. COVARIANCE MAPPING

The correlation coefficientg(x,y) is a quantity fre-
quently used in the scientific literature to express the prob-
ability of simultaneous occurrence of two different eventsx
and y in a sequence of observations~scans!. It is derived
from the covarianceC(x,y) defined by

C~x,y!5
1

n (
i 51

n

~xi2 x̄!~yi2 ȳ! ~1!

in which xi andyi are the numbers of occurrences~or inten-
sities! of eventsx andy in the i th scan and

x̄5
1

n (
i 51

n

xi , ȳ5
1

n (
i 51

n

yi

are the mean numbers of occurrences of eventsx andy in all
scans. The correlation coefficientg(x,y) is a normalized
form of the covariance defined by

g~x,y!5
C~x,y!

@C~x,x!C~y,y!#1/2
. ~2!

C(x,x) andC(y,y) are the diagonal elements of the covari-
ance matrix and are usually referred to as the variance ofx
andy, respectively:sx , the standard deviation ofx is given
by @C(x,x)#1/2 and likewise forsy . g can assume only val-
ues in the range~21 to 11!: a value ofg50 implies no
correlation; a value ofg521 implies complete anticorrela-
tion; and a value ofg51 implies complete correlation. The
advantage of characterizing covariances and correlations
rather than coincidence between ions is thatC(x,y) and
g(x,y) consider the arrival of more than one ion of the same
species within the same scan.

To apply the covariance mapping technique to the com-
plex neutral growth and ion fragmentation cluster systems of
concern in this study, consider a sequence of cluster growth,
cluster ionization, and cluster ion fragmentation reactions:

A1B→
ka

AB, ~3!

A1hn→
PA

A11e, ~4!

AB1hn ——→
PAB

AB11e, ~5!
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AB1→
kf

A11B, ~6!
in which ka denotes the aggregation rate,PA is the ionization
probability of cluster or moleculeA, PAB is the ionization
probability of clusterAB, and kf is the ion fragmentation
rate. Ifkf50, the cluster ionsA1 andAB1 will be correlated
only through the aggregation rate Eq.~3!. This correlation
will be negative if fluctuations of the cluster growth rateka

are the dominant fluctuations. If the concentration of par-
ticles A fluctuates and its fluctuations are dominant, the ions
A1 andAB1 may be positively correlated. If the fragmenta-
tion probabilitykf is nonzero, the correlation coefficient will
be affected also by fluctuations ofkf and by the fluctuations
of the ionization probabilityPAB . The correlation between
AB1 and A1 will be negative if fluctuations ofkf prevail,
while it will be positive if fluctuations ofPAB prevail.

Since the number ofAB1 and A1 ions will be smaller
than the number of their neutral precursors~i.e., PA and
PAB,1), the Poisson fluctuations due to the statistical na-
ture of the ionization and fragmentation processes will tend
to be higher than those due to cluster growth. According to
estimates based on the number of detected ions~;10 ions/
mass peak/laser pulse! and estimated ionization efficiencies
~,10%!, fluctuations due to fragmentation would be ex-
pected to be about 30% of ion signal intensity, while those
from growth should be about 10%. Hence the correlation due
to cluster fragmentation should, in general, be expected to be
higher than that due to cluster growth. Whether fluctuations
related to cluster growth or cluster fragmentation dominate
the correlations betweenAB1 and A1 will depend on the
properties of the system under study and on the ionization
mechanism. A more rigorous and in depth mathematical
analysis of these ideas will be presented after the presenta-
tion of the toluene/water cluster correlation results.

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The clusters studied in this work are created by super-
sonic expansion from either an R. M. Jordan Co. pulsed
nozzle with a 0.8-mm-diam orifice or a cw nozzle with a
0.225 mm orifice. The pulsed nozzle yields higher signal
intensities and is therefore used in most of the experiments;
however, due to the sensitivity of the covariance mapping
technique to pulse-to-pulse fluctuations of the nozzle effec-
tive opening area, we employ the cw nozzle to check for
correlations due to nozzle fluctuations. Toluene/water clus-
ters are made by coexpansion of toluene and water vapors at
their respective room temperature vapor pressures seeded
into 50 psi He in the case of the pulsed nozzle and about 7
psi He in the case of the cw nozzle. The aniline/argon and
fluorostyrene/argon clusters are generated by coexpansion of
the chromophore solute at its room temperature vapor pres-
sure with;50 psi Ar for the pulsed nozzle and;20 psi Ar
for the cw nozzle. For the study of the AnAr1,2 clusters a
10% Ar, 90% He mixture is used as the expansion gas to
reduce the number of large clusters in the supersonic beam.
The molecular beam for the pulsed nozzle is first skimmed~1
mm hyperbolic skimmer! before it enters the ionization re-
gion of a commercial TOF mass spectrometer of the Wiley–
McLaren design made by the R. M. Jordan Co. The cw

nozzle is mounted at the opposite side of the ion source from
the pulse nozzle and its skimmed beam is ionized about 25
cm from the cw nozzle. The cw nozzle is differentially
pumped and the two chambers are separated by the skimmer
through which the cw beam passes.

Clusters in both molecular beams are ionized by a reso-
nant two-photon, one-color or two-color process. The two
laser pulses are overlapped in time and space for the two-
color ionization case. The lasers are two independent Nd/
YAG pumped dye lasers. The output of these dye lasers is
doubled or doubled and mixed as is appropriate for the ex-
citation (S1←S0) and ionization (I←S1) transition. In a
two-color ionization, theS1←S0 excitation laser is reduced
in intensity to minimize the one-color contribution to the
signal. Thus, the wavelength of the second~ionization,
I←S1) laser could be scanned across the ionization thresh-
old to open or close a particular ionization or reaction/
fragmentation channel.

The ion beam is extracted into a TOF tube that is per-
pendicular to both the molecular and laser beams. At the end
of the flight tube~1.5 m! ions of different mass are separated
by their time-of-flight and are detected by a microchannel
plate detector~operated at a gain of;107) equipped with
two microchannel plates in Chevron configuration. The out-
put current from the detector is fed~at 50V! into a Tektronix
RTD 720A transient digitizer without additional amplifica-
tion. The digitizer samples the ion detector voltage at a rate
of 4 ns/channel; a trace of 8192 or 16 384 samples is ac-
quired after each laser pulse~a scan!, corresponding to a
maximum TOF of 32 or 64ms. Between laser pulses~100
ms!, the acquired scan or trace is transferred to a Gateway
P6-180 MHz computer for real-time processing of the cova-
riance matrix. The RTD 720A digitizer is chosen because of
its data throughput over a GPIB port. Data transfer to the
computer and processing one trace of 8192 samples takes
less than 100 ms and one trace of 16 384 samples takes less
than 200 ms. Data can thus be collected and processed at a
laser repetition rate of 5 or 10 Hz.

IV. CALCULATION OF COVARIANCES AND
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

Covariance matrix elements are calculated for each pair
of peaks in a mass spectrum; for each laser pulse, ion signal
intensities are integrated~typically 15–25 time samples! and
each pair of integrated peaks is treated according to Eqs.~1!
and ~2!. So obtained, covariances or correlation coefficients
are presented in tabular form, a covariance or correlation
coefficient matrix. The dimensions of these matrices range
roughly from 535525 elements to 203205400 elements.
In the analysis approach used herein, ion intensities from two
mass peaks~with widths a andb time samples! are first in-
tegrated and then integrated intensities are correlated. This
procedure gives exactly the same result as one in which the
steps are reversed: that is, each two time samples are corre-
lated, and the resulting covariance intensities are integrated
over the grid ofa3b points. This follows from rearrange-
ment of the summations in Eq.~1!. The covariance and cor-
relation coefficients are only weakly dependent on the cho-
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sen integration interval, as is to be expected, as off-peak
intensity is due mostly to unrelated background counts.

Through this integration procedure, information on any
possible momentum correlation is lost because signals from
both forward and backward scattered ions are added. This is
only of minor concern for the present studies because we do
not expect such associations for Eqs.~3!–~6!. Importantly,
however, by summing the signal intensities in each mass
peak, a smaller number of scans is needed to achieve accept-
able signal/noise ratios and error bars for measured covari-
ances and correlation coefficients. For example, the typical
cluster ion signal intensities in this study are about 10 ions/
mass peak/laser pulse~;80 mV!. The peak width varies with
cluster size, but for many clusters of interest it is typically
about 80 ns~100% width—full width at half-maximum;25
ns!. Since the peak shape is roughly Gaussian, on average
about 1.4 ions will be detected in the time channel at the
center of the mass peak. Typically 2500 scans are obtained
for each single covariance matrix. Under these conditions the
covariance values of the points spanning the areaa3b in the
map corresponding to two correlated mass peaks (;20320
points! vary greatly; often neighboring points have opposite
signs and a false impression may first arise that a positive
correlation between some parts of the correlated peaks and a
negative correlation between other parts of these peaks ex-
ists. Closer and more detailed consideration, however, re-
veals that randomness of the distribution of the covariance
intensities within the chosen area is the cause for such be-
havior; that is, the variations are due solely to poor statistics.
At the same time, correlation of the integrated ion signal
intensities yields covariances with very reasonable and re-
producible statistical deviations, typically 2s50.04 for cor-
relation coefficients. For the Gaussian shaped peak under
discussion, the statistical deviation of the covariance for the
central time element of peaks would be seven times greater
than that for the integrated peak intensity~areaa3b). About
1.753104 scans would need to be collected to achieve ac-
ceptable error bars for the covariance at the central point of
this area compared to 2.53103 scans for the integrated peak
areas.

Quoted errors for the covariances reported in these stud-
ies are 2s corresponding to a 95% confidence level for each
covariance matrix element in the map. Two different meth-
ods can be employed to obtain a reasonable estimate of the
covariance matrix elements’ standard deviation. In the first
method, covariance is calculated according to Eq.~1! and
statistical deviation of the covariance is calculated from the
well-known expression for the statistical deviation of the
mean:

s5A 1

n~n21! (
i 51

n

@~xi2 x̄!~yi2 ȳ!2C~x,y!#2.

In the second method, the total numbern of acquired
samples is divided intom groups (n/m;100), the covari-
ance is calculated for each group separately, and the covari-
ance and standard deviations are obtained as the mean and
standard deviation of the mean form observables.8 Correla-
tion coefficients of course follow from these different ap-

proaches directly. The covariances calculated by both meth-
ods are equivalent within the stated error bars~62s!. In
principle the first method, which includes all samples taken
together, can suffer from low frequency error sources, while
the second method omits these contributions. The results re-
ported in this study are not subject to such differences.

V. TOLUENE/WATER CLUSTERS

A. Toluene „water …n „n 51, . . . ,6…

The resonant two-photon ionization spectra of
toluene~water!n , n51, . . . ,6 (TWn), have been studied
previously.9 These clusters undergo extensive fragmentation
subsequent to ionization, even if the energy of the ionizing
photon is tuned only a few hundred cm21 above the ioniza-
tion threshold.

TW1 and TW2
1 cluster ions fragment by loss of a water

molecule, while larger TWn
1(n>3) cluster ions fragment in

two channels: loss of water and loss of the benzyl radical.
For TW3

1, loss of a benzyl radical is the lower energy~two-
color ionization! fragmentation channel, yielding W3H

1

cluster ions. At high ionization energy~e.g., one-color ion-
ization!, loss of a water molecule is the preferred fragmen-
tation channel. Table I contains a summary of energy rela-
tionships for these two channels. Correlations between TW3

1,
W3H

1, and TW2
1 ion signals reflect the competition between

these two channels. Tables II and III show correlation coef-
ficient matrices obtained for two-color (;72 000 cm21) and
one-color~at 75 200 cm21) ionization, respectively, for TW3

1

pumped (S1←S0) at 37 606 cm21. Under two-color ioniza-
tion conditions, the TW3

1 ion correlates most strongly with
W3H

1 and more weakly with TW2
1 ~see Table II!. The third

strongest correlation is between TW2
1 and W3H

1. Notice
that the correlations of all cluster mass peaks with the back-
ground mass peak~probably pump oil! are zero within the
error bars, as should be anticipated.

Figure 1 illustrates why TW3
1 and W3H

1 are positively
correlated. In the lower trace of Fig. 1 is displayed the con-
ventional mass spectrum obtained as an average of 500 scans
or laser pulses; the upper trace displays the mass spectrum
from a single scan selected from the set of 500 scans to
demonstrate this correlation between TW3

1 and W3H
1. No-

tice the relative intensities of the features and especially that
a large signal for TW3

1 generates a large signal for W3H
1.

On the other hand, under one-color ionization conditions
the situation is reversed; that is, TW3

1 correlates most
strongly with TW2

1 and more weakly with W3H
1 ~see Table

TABLE I. S1←S0 excitation energies, apparent ionization energies~not
corrected for a 300 V/cm electric field in the ion extraction region of the
TOF mass spectrometer!, and ion fragmentation threshold energies of TW3

clusters.

S1←S0

transition
energy (cm21)

Ionization
energy
(cm21)

Fragmentation
threshold

energy (cm21)

TW3 37 606 70 075
TW3

1→W3H
11C6H5CH2 70 940

TW3
1→TW2

11W 71 855
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III !. g(TW2
1 ,W3H

1), g(TW2
1 ,TW1), g(TW1,W3H

1), and
g(TW3

1 ,TW1) are also quite strong. Thus, the correlation
matrices are consistent with the switching between fragmen-
tation channels with change in ionization energy: the frag-
mentation channel TW3

1→W3H
11C6H5CH2• prevails under

two-color conditions, while the TW3
1→TW2

11W channel
dominates under one-color conditions.

Moreover, Table III shows that under one-color ioniza-
tion conditions, TW3

1 undergoes fragmentation by loss of
two water molecules, consistent with the earlier spectro-
scopic results.9 Some of the TWn

1 ions are also formed by
fragmentation of T2Wn

1 ; that is,C(T2Wn
1 ,TWn

1) is large.

B. „Toluene …m„water …n „m>1, n<5…

To test the covariance mapping technique further on a
more complex fragmenting system, larger clusters of the
toluene/water system have been studied: in particular,
(toluene)m(water)n, (m.1, andn,5) clusters. To carry out
this test of covariance mapping for a fragmenting system, the
spectroscopy of these clusters must first be explored. The
details of ionization, fragmentation channels, and the various
spectra are given in Table IV. A few general remarks will be
presented in the text here to orient the reader. First, the mass
spectrum of Tm Wn

1(m.1,n,5) cluster ions shows promi-
nent even–odd alternation of cluster ion signal intensities
with varying numbern of water molecules; that is, TmW2

1

and TmW4
1 are more abundant in the mass spectrum than

TmW1
1 and TmW3

1 ~see Fig. 2!. Second, the excitation spectra
of T2Wn (n,5) clusters show sharp spectral features for
S1←S0 of toluene in the vicinity of the toluene bare mol-
ecule S1←S0 , superimposed on a broad absorption con-
tinuum ~Fig. 3!. Table IV presents the appropriate spectro-
scopic results and fragmentation energies for the clusters of
present concern.

Again, information on the ionization threshold and frag-
mentation channels for a collection of clusters can be em-
ployed to observe correlation coefficients and covariance
matrix elements as these thresholds are scanned. In particu-
lar, g(T2Wn

1 ,T2Wk
1) are characterized as the ionization laser

energy is scanned from below to above the threshold for the
T2W2

1→T2W
11W fragmentation channel. With the excita-

tion laser at 37 592 cm21 both the T2W2 cluster (S1←S0)
specifically and a broad background absorption from other
clusters (TmWk ,m.1) are accessed. The laser intensity is
kept low, as described above for a two-color ionization, to
reduce the one-color signal component. The ionization laser
is scanned from 33 445 to 34 700 cm21.

As expected,g(T2W2
1 ,T2W

1) increases as this fragmen-
tation channel is scanned by the ionization laser; however,
g(T2W3

1 ,T2W
1) and g(T2W4

1 ,T2W
1) also increase by

about the same factor asg(T2W2
1 ,T2W

1) does, while
g(T2W3

1 ,T2W2
1), g(T2W4

1 ,T2W2
1), and g(T2W4

1 ,T2W3
1)

remain unchanged~see Fig. 4!. T2W
1 cannot correlate with

T2W4
1 and T2W3

1 due to fragmentation under these excitation
conditions ~see Table IV!. Thus, T2W

1 can be correlated
with T2W3

1 and T2W4
1 only through cluster growth. The in-

crease ofg(T2W3
1 ,T2W

1) and g(T2W4
1 ,T2W

1) with the
opening of the T2W2

1→T2W
11W fragmentation channel is

then solely due to the increase of the T2W
1 ion signal inten-

sity. This observation demonstrates that the correlation coef-
ficients depend on signal intensities and that covariances in
general are not well normalized through division by
As2(x)s2(y)[AC(x,x)C(y,y).

Surprisingly, this possibility has thus far been ignored in
the literature. In Sec. VI, we present a simple model to ex-
plore this circumstance. Below we discuss two issues:~1!
separation of the two contributions~growth and fragmenta-
tion! to correlation coefficients through the observed ioniza-
tion laser intensity and wavelength dependence of the corre-

TABLE II. Correlation coefficient~g! matrix of toluene water clusters ionized by resonant two-photon, two-color near-threshold ionization.

W3H
1 W4H

1 TW1 TW2
1 TW3

1 T2W
1 Background1 T2W2

1

W3H
1 0.27860.066 0.29360.072 0.38260.068 0.60760.082 0.08860.184 20.09560.092 0.16460.074

W4H
1 0.14260.068 0.23960.066 0.29460.068 0.05860.042 20.06860.060 0.07860.064

TW1 0.26460.066 0.29260.070 0.02260.0148 20.10660.082 0.03260.074
TW2

1 0.39060.070 0.05360.120 20.15460.074 0.06160.070
TW3

1 0.07560.182 20.06560.092 0.19060.076
T2W

1 20.17960.412 0.00760.110
Background1 0.23360.070

TABLE III. Correlation coefficient~g! matrix of toluene water clusters ionized by resonant two-photon, one-
color ionization.

W3H
1 W4H

1 TW1 TW2
1 TW3

1 T2W
1 T2W2

1

W3H
1 0.11260.068 0.21360.072 0.27460.066 0.18260.068 0.16860.066 0.09860.066

W4H
1 0.09460.064 0.13560.066 0.09660.066 0.06060.062 0.03360.062

TW1 0.27160.064 0.16960.064 0.23860.068 0.08860.064
TW2

1 0.27260.070 0.18960.066 0.11360.056
TW3

1 0.12060.062 0.15360.060
T2W

1 0.12860.062
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lation coefficients; and~2! proper normalization of the
covariance to eliminate this signal~or laser! intensity depen-
dence.

VI. CORRELATIONS DUE TO NEUTRAL CLUSTER
GROWTH AND CLUSTER ION FRAGMENTATION
BASED ON THEIR LASER INTENSITY DEPENDENCE—
A SIMPLE MODEL

As seen in Fig. 5, the reason that the correlation coeffi-
cients are not independent of ionization laser intensity or the
signal product intensity for the two correlated ions is that
C(x1,y1) scales asI (laser)n, n51.860.2, and@s(x)s(y)#
scales asI L

m , m51.260.1 (I L is the ionization laser inten-
sity!. Thus, g(x1,y1)5C(x1,y1)/s(x)s(y) scales as
I L

l , l 50.660.2. Note, of course, that@x#@y# ~5signal prod-
uct intensity forx1 andy1 ion signals! scales asI L

2.
The specific question is now: why is the signal depen-

dence of covariance matrix elementsC(@T2Wn
1#,@T2Wk

1#)
steeper than that of the variance matrix elements

C(@T2Wn
1#, @T2Wn

1#)5s2(T2Wn
1) and s2(T2Wk

1)
5C(@T2Wk

1#, @T2Wk
1#)? The short answer to this question,

which we will sketch below in terms of a simple model, is
that different fluctuationsD may contribute to the covariance
and variance matrix elements.

Consider the sequence of neutral cluster growth, cluster
ionization, and cluster ion fragmentation reactions@Eqs.~3!–
~6!# described in Sec. II. For convenience these equations are
written in a simple diagram as

FIG. 1. Lower trace: The mass spectrum of the TWn
1 (n,5) and T2Wn

1

(n,3) cluster ions produced by resonant two-photon, two-color ionization,
obtained as an average of 500 scans. Upper trace: The mass spectrum from
a single individual scan selected from the set of 500 scans. The excitation
~one-photon! energy is tuned to TW3 S1←S0 resonance at 37 606 cm21.
The ionization energy is;34 480 cm21. The corresponding correlation co-
efficient matrix is shown in Table II.

TABLE IV. S1←S0 excitation energies, apparent ionization energies~not
corrected for a 300 V/cm electric field in the ion extraction region of the
TOF mass spectrometer!, and ion fragmentation threshold energies of
T2Wn , 1<n<4, clusters.

S1←S0

transition
energy (cm21)

Ionization
energy
(cm21)

Fragmentation
threshold

energy (cm21)

T2W 37 459.5 69 7906100
T2W2 37 592 69 6906100

T2W2
1→T2W

11W 71 2906200
T2W3 37 558.5 69 3106150

T2W3
1→T2W2

11W 72 0606200
T2W4 37 547 68 2606150

T2W4
1→T2W3

11W 72 0606200

FIG. 2. The mass spectrum of the TmWn
1 (n,5) cluster ions produced by

resonant two-photon, one-color ionization. Notice prominent even–odd al-
ternations of signal intensity with number of water moleculesn for m.1.
The excitation~one-photon! energy (37 584 cm21) is tuned to the broad
background absorption of TmWn (m.1) clusters, off any TWn or T2Wn

resonance.

FIG. 3. Two-color mass resolved excitation spectra of T2Wn clusters:~a!
toluene2, ~b! toluene2~H2O!1, ~c! toluene2~H2O!2, ~d! toluene2~H2O!3, and
~e! toluene2~H2O!4.
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~7!

Here,ka@B# denotes the cluster growth or aggregation rate,
PA , PAB , are ionization probabilities, andkf is the fragmen-
tation rate of cluster ionAB1. To simplify the mathematics
of the model and reduce the complexity of the final formulas,
consider a simple model for cluster growth and fragmenta-
tion that will nevertheless take into account all the important
kinetics in the reaction sequence Eq.~7! above affecting cor-
relations. This model is based on the following assumptions:
~1! A particles are monomers;~2! exponential kinetic formu-
las can be approximated by the leading linear terms in their
Taylor series expansions;~3! cluster growth rateka@B# is
given in units of growth probability/unit time the cluster
spends in the molecular beam;~4! fragmentation ratekf is
given in units of fragmentation probability/unit time the clus-
ter ion spends in the ion source of the mass spectrometer;
and ~5! concentration dilution with increasing distance from
the nozzle is the same for all species in the molecular beam.
Then concentrations@A# and@AB# of particlesA andAB at
the end of the growth phase are related to the initial concen-
tration @A#0 of particleA before growth by

@A#5~12ka@B# !@A#0 , ~8!

@AB#5ka@B#@A#0 . ~9!

For cluster ions,

@A1#5PA@A#1kf PAB@AB#, ~10!

@AB1#5~12kf !PAB@AB#. ~11!

Combining these formulas, the ion concentrations can be
written as

@A1#5~PA~12ka@B# !1kf PABka@B# !@A#0 , ~12!

@AB1#5~12kf !PABka@B#@A#0 . ~13!

Measured ion signals are proportional to ion concentrations
so the signals can be taken as the ion concentrations without
loss of generality. The covarianceC(@A1#,@AB1#) can then
be expressed as the mean of the product of ion signal devia-
tions,

C~@A1#,@AB1# !5
1

n (
i 51

n

~D@A1# iD@AB1# i !

5^D@A1#D@AB1#&

with

D@A1# i5@A1# i2^@A1#&,

D@AB1# i5@AB1# i2^@AB1#&, ~14!

^@X1#&5
1

n (
i 51

n

@X1# i .

The ion signal deviationsD@A1# and D@AB1# can be ob-
tained by differentiating Eqs.~12! and~13!, respectively. The
algebra is tedious but straightforward. A number of fluctua-
tion terms in this expression are zero. Denote the mean of the
product of two fluctuationsDa and Db as ^DaDb&. If
these fluctuations are independent,̂ DaDb&50.

FIG. 5. Dependencies of~a! correlation coefficientsg(T2Wn
1 ,T2Wk

1) and
~b! covariancesC(T2Wn

1 ,T2Wk
1) on the geometric averageI of the signal

intensities I (T2Wn
1) and I (T2Wk

1), I 5A(I (T2Wn
1)•I (T2Wk

1)); n—n
52, k51; ,—n53, k51; L—n54, k51; s—n53, k52; h—n54,
k52; and*—n54, k53. ~c! Dependencies of the standard deviations
s(T2Wn

1)5A(C(T2Wn
1 ,T2Wn

1)) on the signal intensitiesI (T2Wn
1): h—n

51; n—n52; ,—n53; andL—n54. The signal intensitiesI are varied
by varying the ionization laser intensityI L ,I}I L .

FIG. 4. ~a! T2Wn
1 (n,5) ion signal intensities and~b! g(T2Wn

1 ,T2Wk
1)

correlation coefficients as functions of the two-photon energy obtained by
scanning the ionization laser photon energy across the threshold for the
T2W2

1→T2W
11W fragmentation channel (;71 290 cm21). The excitation

energy is 37 592 cm21.
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For example,̂ D@A#0DPA& 5 ^D@A#0DPAB& 5 ^D@A#0Dkf&
5^Dka @B# DPA& 5 ^Dka @B# DPAB& 5 ^Dka @B# Dkf& 5 0.
Nozzle fluctuations can leavêD@A#0Dka@B#& nonzero and
laser fluctuations can leave^DPADPAB& nonzero.

^DPADkf& and^DPABDkf& will be zero because the number
of absorbed photons by each cluster does not change with
laser fluctuations. The covariance between@A1# and@AB1#
is then given by

C~@A1#,@AB1# !5~PA~12ka@B# !1kf PABka@B# !~12kf !PABka@B#^~D@A#0!2&

2~PA2kf PAB!~12kf !PAB@A#0
2^~Dka@B# !2&

1~12kf !PAB~ka@B#~2PA1PABkf !1PA~12ka@B# !1kf PABka@B# !@A#0^Dka@B#D@A#0&

1~12ka@B# !~12kf !ka@B#@A#0
2^DPADPAB&

1kf~ka@B# !2~12kf !@A#0
2^~DPAB!2&

2PAB
2 ~ka@B# !2@A#0

2^~Dkf !
2&. ~15!

The first three terms on the right-hand side of Eq.~15! are
growth related, the fourth term is laser intensity fluctuation
dependent, and the last two terms are fragmentation related.
Note that if ionsA1 andAB1 are not coupled by fragmen-
tation (kf50), the last two terms are zero. The fourth term is
nonzero only if laser intensity fluctuations are significant.

The first four terms of Eq.~15! scale with~laser inten-
sity, I L).2 Terms 1, 2, and 3 are proportional to (PAPAB) or
(PABPAB) times products of correlated fluctuations that oc-
cur prior to ionization. The ionization probabilities scale with
I L and thus the dependence on laser intensity of these three
terms follows. Therefore, these growth terms scale withI L

2.
The fourth term in Eq.~15! is proportional to^DPADPAB&
times factors not dependent on laser power. The only corre-
lations betweenPA and PAB are laser fluctuation induced,
and thus^DPADPAB&}^DI L

2&; ^DI L
2&}^I L

2&. Terms 1–4 of
Eq. ~15! scale withI L

2. Term 5 is proportional tô(DPAB)2&
and terms independent of laser power. The scaling of this
term with laser intensity depends on the nature of theDPAB

fluctuations: if laser fluctuations dominatê(DPAB)2&
}^(DI L)2&}I L

2, if Poisson ion count fluctuations dominate
^(DPAB)2&}@AB1#}I L .

Normal laser pulse intensity variations are;8% and se-
lected pulses can be as low as 3%–5%. No change in the
signal behavior or correlation coefficients is observed upon
pulse selection, and thus laser power fluctuations are not
dominant contributions to our results. Thus term 5 in Eq.
~15! should scale asI L .

Term 6 in Eq.~15! is proportional toPAB
2 times fluctua-

tions of the fragmentation probabilitŷ(Dkf)
2&. In these ex-

perimentskf fluctuates due only to the statistical nature of
the fragmentation process, and this fluctuation will depend
on the number of ions:PAB

2 ^(Dkf)
2& will thus scale withI L .

In summary, covariance terms due to cluster fragmenta-
tion @terms 5 and 6 in Eq.~15!# scale linearly with laser
intensity, and covariance terms due to cluster growth@terms
1, 2, and 3 in Eq.~15!# scale quadratically with laser inten-
sity. Laser intensity fluctuations@term 4 in Eq.~15!# are only
small contributors to the covariance in our experiments and
can be further de-emphasized through laser pulse selection.

Thus cluster growth (}I L
2) and cluster fragmentation (}I L)

contributions to the covariance map matrix elements can be
determined through the laser intensity dependence of the co-
variance.

Expressions for the variances or diagonal covariance
matrix elements,C(@A1#,@A1#) andC(@AB1#,@AB1#) can
also be generated. The variances differ from the covariances
in one major way: fluctuations of the ionization probability
contribute to theC(x1,x1) and C(y1,y1) in the form
^(DPx)

2& and ^(DPy)
2& but not ^(DPxDPy)&. This differ-

ence clearly is expressed by the fourth term in Eq.~15!.
These contributions are now present even if the fragmenta-
tion contributionkf is small or zero.DPA andDPAB result
from the statistical nature of the ionization processes and the
small number~;10! of ions/mass peak, so the expected
Poisson fluctuations are;30% in the ion signal~as ob-
served!. ThusDPA andDPAB are the prevailing fluctuations
for the variances, while the growth terms are the prevailing
fluctuation source for the covariances. Hence, the signal vari-
ances, C(@A1#,@A1#)5s2(@A1#) and C(@AB1#,@AB1#)
5s2(@AB1#), will scale as signal or laser intensity. This
is the reason that the neutral cluster growth dominat-
ed g(@A1#,@AB1#)5C(@A1#,@AB1#)/s(@A1#)s(@AB1#)
does not become signal intensity independent as should be
expected.g(@A1#,@AB1#) still scales as the laser intensity
because covariances are growth (I L

2) dominated and vari-
ances are ion fluctuation dominated (I L).

VII. APPLICATION OF MODELING RESULTS TO THE
FRAGMENTATION OF T2Wn

1 CLUSTER IONS

Figure 5 shows that the covariances
C(@T2Wn

1#,@T2Wk
1#) ~n, k51 – 4) scale with the power

1.6–2 of (@T2Wn
1#@T2Wk

1#)1/2. In these experiments@x1#
}I L and thus the covariancesC(@x1#,@y1#)}I L

1.6– 2.0. Figure
6 gives a linear plot for the covariances and a fit to the
relation

C~@T2Wn
1#,@T2Wk

1# !5A~@T2Wn
1#@T2Wk

1# !1/2

1B$~@T2Wn
1#@T2Wk

1# !1/2%2.
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The term linear in (@T2Wn
1#@T2Wk

1#)1/2 signifies covari-
ance contributions due to cluster ion fragmentation, and the
quadratic term signifies contributions due to neutral cluster
growth. The main conclusion to be drawn from these data is
that the contribution to the covariance matrix elements mea-
sured is mainly due to cluster growth and not cluster frag-
mentation. In principle, the fragmentation and growth com-
ponents each could be quantified separately by this
procedure; however, more experimental data points would be
needed to reduce the fitting ambiguity.

An algebraic approach could also be employed to
retrieve the small fragmentation componentCf(@x1#l1

,

@y1#l1
) of the total covarianceC(@x1#l1

,@y1#l1
) matrix el-

ement~measured atl1 ionization wavelength! in the pres-
ence of a large growth component for the measured covari-
ance. If C(@x1#l0

,@y1#l0
) is the covariance measured

at l0 below the fragmentation threshold so that
C(@x1#l0

,@y1#l0
)5Ca(@x1#l0

,@y1#l0
) the growth contri-

bution, then $C(@x1#l1
,@y1#l1

)2Ca(@x1#l0
,@y1#l0

)%
should be equal toCf(@x1#l1

,@y1#l1
). Since the covari-

ance depends on signal intensity, however, the
Ca(@x1#l0

,@y1#l0
) must be corrected for the actual signal

intensities atl1 (@x1#l1
and @y1#l1

) before the subtraction
can be made to obtainCf(@x1#l1

,@y1#l1
). The algebra to do

this is tedious but straightforward.
Below the fragmentation thresholdCf(@x1#,@y1#)50.

If laser fluctuations are small~,5% as selected!, then

Ca(@x1#,@y1#) depends onl through the product of the sig-
nal intensities, and Ca(@x1#l1

,@y1#l1
) is related to

Ca(@x1#l0
,@y1#l0

) through the ratio of the signal intensity
products atl1 andl0 . The subtraction can then be made and
Cf(@x1#l1

,@y1#l1
) can be determined. Specifically,

Cf~@x1#l1
,@y1#l1

!

5S C~@x1#l1
,@y1#l1

!

2S @x1#l1
@y1#l1

@x1#l0
@y1#l0

D C~@x1#l0
,@y1#l0

!D .

As discussed in Sec. V, the correlation coefficients
g(@T2Wn

1#,@T2Wk
1#) (n,k51, . . . ,4) and corresponding

covariancesC(@T2Wn
1#,@T2Wk

1#) are measured as functions
of the ionization photon wavelength (l1). The wavelength
of the ionization laserl is scanned across the fragmentation
threshold for the T2W2

1→T2W
11W fragmentation channel

~see Fig. 4!. Using the above approach, the
Cf(@T2Wn

1#,@T2Wk
1#) covariance matrix elements are deter-

mined for un2ku51. For n52, k51, the results are quite
similar to those obtained by the plotting technique discussed
above: g f(@T2W2

1#,@T2W
1#);1065% ~see Fig. 7! and

g(@T2W2
1#,@T2W

1#);45% ~see Fig. 4!. That is, the frag-
mentation contribution to the total covariance is small for
this system.

To determine the fragmentation components
Cf(@T2W3

1#,@T2W
1#) and Cf(@T2W4

1#,@T2Wk
1#), the signal

intensity dependence of Ca(@T2W3
1#,@T2W

1#) and
Ca(@T2W4

1#,@T2Wk
1#) must be estimated. To do so, the

model must be expanded somewhat to include sequential
and/or parallel cluster growth reactions. The reaction dia-
gram for T2W3

1 ions, for example, consistent with experi-
mental observations is

~16!

in which A5T2W, B5C5W, andBC5W2. Assuming that
Dka1

@B# and Dka2
@C# are small compared toD@A#0 or

Dka3
@BC#, one can apply the same reasoning given above to

extract the appropriate covariances. Two situations can arise
for which this approach holds: cluster growth fluctuations
occur at the early stages of growth; and T2W1W2→T2W3.
Note that if kf 2

5kf 3
50, C(@A1#,@ABC1#) would

be caused entirely by cluster growth. Figure 7 displays
these results for g f(@T2Wn

1#,@T2Wk
1#). Note that

FIG. 6. Solid lines: Dependencies of covariancesC(T2Wn
1 ,T2Wk

1) on the
geometric averageI of the signal intensitiesI (T2Wn

1) and I (T2Wk
1),

I 5A(I (T2Wn
1)•I (T2Wk

1)) from Fig. 5 plotted on linear scale. Dashed lines:
Linear signal intensity dependence componentsA of the covariances
obtained by fittingC(T2Wn

1 ,T2Wk
1)5AI1BI2. The uncertainty of the

least-squares fits are indicated by error bars:m—C(T2W2
1 ,T2W

1)
5(0.3160.13)I 1(0.02960.004)I 2. .—C(T2W3

1 ,T2W
1)5(20.01

60.06)I 1(0.02560.004)I 2. l—C(T2W4
1 ,T2W

1)5(0.2260.17)I
1(0.02360.009)I 2. d—C(T2W3

1 ,T2W2
1)5(0.0960.06)I 1(0.017

60.002)I 2. j—C(T2W4
1 ,T2W2

1)5(0.3360.18)I 1(0.02360.006)I 2.*—
C(T2W4

1 ,T2W3
1)5(0.0360.03)I 1(0.02060.002)I 2.
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g f(@T2Wn
1#,@T2Wk

1#) is nonzero only forn52, k51, con-
sistent with T2W2

1→T2W
11W being the only open frag-

mentation channel.
We have demonstrated that the covariance matrix ele-

ments and correlation coefficientC(@T2Wn
1#,@T2Wk

1#) and
g(@T2Wn

1#,@T2Wk
1#) are dominated by terms that scale as

I L
2@}(@T2Wn

1#,@T2Wk
1#)# and that these terms must be re-

lated to cluster growth. The question now arises: why are the
fragmentation contributions to the correlation coefficients
and covariance matrix elements so small when the T2W

1 ion
current increases by a factor of 5 due to fragmentation? Note
that the reaction discussed earlier, TW3

1→W3H
11benzyl, is

not growth dominated for obvious reasons and the covari-
anceC(@TW3

1#,@W3H
1#) does reveal fragmentation behavior

as different fragmentation channels are opened.
We have argued in Sec. I that fluctuations due to cluster

fragmentation should be higher than those from cluster
growth and that correlations due to fragmentation should, in
general, be expected to be higher than those due to cluster
growth. Nonetheless, data show that for the TmWn

1 system,
cluster growth contributions dominate the covariance. One
possible explanation for this behavior is that formation of
stable T2W2

1 ions and formation of the unstable T2W2
1

(→T2W
11W) ions are independent of one another and thus

uncorrelated, except for a very narrow range of energies.
Figure 8 displays dependencies of the density of states of
T2W2

1 and the probabilities of T2W2
1 either to remain intact

or to fragment as functions of cluster ion energy~breakdown
curves!. Consider these ion energy ranges:E,E0 , in which
T2W2

1 does not fragment;E1.E.E0 , in which T2W2
1 may

or may not fragment, andE.E1 , in which T2W2
1 will frag-

ment with high probability. The probability to populate a
particular ion state depends on the properties of the final
state but is independent of ionization photon energy~as long
as the photon energy is higher than the energy of this ion
state!. The density of states in these three regions is assumed
constant and the number of ions produced within a given
energy range is simply proportional to the number of states
with energies lower than the photon energy. Ions falling in
the range E1.E.E0 will contribute to the covariance
C(@T2W2

1#,@T2W
1#); whether or not ions in the rangesE

,E0 and E.E1 will contribute to C(@T2W2
1#,@T2W

1#) de-
pends on ionization efficiency. If the ionization efficiency of
T2W2 is small, then no correlation will exist for these two
groups andC(@T2W2

1#,@T2W#) will not be affected by these
ions; if, on the other hand, the ionization efficiency is large
so that most T2W2 are ionized, then one ion population will
be generated at the expense of the other.C(@T2W2

1#,@T2W
1#)

will be affected by this contribution and the covariance
would be negative if this contribution were dominant. Since
this latter possibility is not observed, we must conclude that
the ionization cross section for these clusters is small. Thus
g f(@T2W2

1#,@T2W
1#) is small because~1! the difference

(E12E0) is small (;400 cm21) and ~2! the ionization effi-
ciency is low for this system. Fluctuations in@T2W

1# and
@T2W2

1# signals thereby contribute to the variances,
s2@T2W

1# and s2@T2W2
1#, but not the covariances

C(@T2W2
1#,@T2W

1#). This mechanism is consistent with the
step behavior ofg f(@T2W2

1#,@T2W
1#) and its constancy fol-

lowing the step in thêE0 ,E1& region.
Fragmentation thresholds are often not known for a sys-

tem and the covariance cannot always be measured below
these thresholds. In such instances, the two components
~growth and fragmentation! contributing to cluster ion corre-
lations may not always be separable; nevertheless, the idea
that theC(@A1#,@AB1#) varies with the product of signal
intensities@A1#@AB1#}I L

2 suggests the following definition
of a normalized covarianceC̄(@x1#,@y1#):

C̄~@x1#,@y1# !5
C~@x1#,@y1# !

@x1#@y1#
. ~17!

As shown above, this normalization of the covariance re-
moves the major source of laser intensity dependence of the
covariance due to the cluster growth component. Note that
C̄(@x1#,@y1#) is different fromg(@x1#,@y1#) as the corre-
lation coefficient relates the product of correlated fluctua-
tions to the product of all~correlated and uncorrelated! fluc-
tuations through the variancesC(@x1#,@x1#) and
C(@y1#,@y1#). g(@A1#,@AB1#) removes the laser and sig-
nal intensity dependence for fragmentation dominated cova-
riance, whereasC̄(@A1#,@AB1#) removes this dependence
for growth dominated covariance.

FIG. 7. Ion fragmentation components of the correlation coefficients,
g f(T2Wn

1 ,T2Wk
1), as functions of the two-photon energy obtained by scan-

ning the ionization laser photon energy across the threshold for the
T2W2

1→T2W
11W fragmentation channel. Note thatg f(T2W2

1 ,T2W
1) in-

creases as the fragmentation channel opens whileg f(T2Wn
1 ,T2Wk

1) (n
Þ2, kÞ1) are zero within the error bars, as should be expected.

FIG. 8. Schematic diagram showing dependencies of the density of states of
T2W2

1 @r(T2W2
1)# and the probabilities of T2W2

1 to remain intact
@P(T2W2

1)# or to fragment@P(T2W2
1→T2W

11W)# ~breakdown curves! as
functions of cluster ion energy.
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VIII. CLUSTER GROWTH DYNAMICS OF
ANILINE/ARGON AND 4-FLUOROSTYRENE/ARGON

These two cluster systems are chosen for study because
neutral cluster growth is found to be the dominant contribu-
tion for the covariance mapping of the toluene/water system.
The argon clusters of aniline~An! and 4-fluorostyrene~FS!
should present a simplified picture and one through which
the growth terms in the covariance matrix can be more care-
fully and more thoroughly probed. Both Knight and
co-workers10 and Bréchignac and co-workers11–13have done
detailed energy, simulation, and cluster studies of these sys-
tems.

In spite of the strong similarities in the structures and
stabilities of AnArn and FSArn clusters, their apparent one-
color mass spectra are quite different. AnArn

1 cluster ion
intensity in a mass spectrum steadily decreases with increas-
ing cluster sizen, while the FSArn

1 cluster ion intensity has a
number of local maxima atn54, 8, 20, with the most intense
feature in the spectrum atn;4, 8, or 20 depending on ex-
pansion conditions. This difference in cluster distribution be-
havior for AnArn and FSArn is suggested to be due to cluster
fragmentation. One-color, two-photon ionization of FSArn

essentially creates ions in their ground vibrational states with
little excess energy, while the same conditions for AnArn

creates ions with as much as 6000 cm21 of excess energy.
We study these two systems because this suggested differ-
ence should be readily measurable with the covariance map-
ping analysis presented above and should lend more weight
to it.

A. Aniline/Ar clusters

The mass spectrum of AnArn
1 custer ions ionized by a

one-color, two-photon process through the AnS1←S0 is
shown in Fig. 9. Spectra from pulsed and continuous nozzles
are essentially identical. As reported previously,7 the cluster
ion intensity decreases with increasing cluster sizen.

The normalized covariancesC̄(@AnArk
1#,@AnArn

1#), n,
k51, . . . ,12, forboth expansions are given in Table V. The
C̄ values are different for both the experiments, but the pat-
tern is the same: The normalized covariances are indepen-
dent of cluster size. For the pulsed nozzle,
C̄(@AnArn

1#,@AnArk
1#);0.02560.010 and for the cw nozzle

C̄(@AnArn
1#@AnArk

1#);0.07060.010. Clearly these correla-
tions are not dependent on pulse-to-pulse nozzle fluctuations.
The normalized covariance matrix elements, as described in
Sec. VII, are employed here to present the AnArn correlation
data because the covariance matrix elements are again shown
to scale with the signal intensity product of the two ions
involved in the correlation.

The careful two-color, two-photon ionization spectrum
of AnArn clusters with excess energy at AnAr of;500 cm21

and about 1100 cm21 at AnAr5 is shown in Fig. 9, as well.
The intensity distribution of mass peaks is different than that
found in the one-color ionization spectrum and the difference
is, of course, due to the nearly complete elimination of clus-
ter ion fragmentation. This distribution peaks at aboutn;5
but the signals are quite weak due to the required low inten-
sity of the excitation laser beam~;20 mJ/pulse!. The ioniza-
tion beam energy is;2 mJ/pulse in this instance. The ap-
pearance of the spectrum notwithstanding, the normalized
covariance matrix elements~see Table VI! are nearly identi-
cal to those presented above and are constant throughout the
covariance map. This should not be surprising as, for the
system parameters appropriate for van der Waals clusters,
growth behavior is the major contributor to the covariance.
Fragmentation due the one-color AnArn ionization is rapid
~according to RRK14 estimates! and dominates the appear-
ance of the ensuing cluster ion mass distribution.

What can be concluded about cluster growth dynamics
from the observation thatC̄(@AnArn

1#,@AnArk
1#) are inde-

pendent of cluster sizen andk? Using a simplified probabili-
ties model for cluster growth, one can demonstrate that fluc-
tuations of argon concentration in the beam and fluctuations
of the cluster growth rate coefficients have a cumulative ef-
fect; that is, the number of fluctuation contributions to
C̄(@AnArn

1#,@AnArk
1#) grows with cluster sizen and k.

Since the measuredC̄(@AnArn
1#,@AnArk

1#) are almost inde-
pendent of cluster size andn and k, the contribution to the
fluctuations as cluster size grows must be negligible. This
suggests that the fluctuations related to reactions AnAri

1Ar→AnAr i 11 , i>1, are small. Moreover, fluctuations of
ionization probabilitiesDPnDPk are correlated only through
laser intensity fluctuation. These terms are shown to be small
by laser pulse selection. The normalized covariances are thus
dependent most importantly on terms of the form

^$D~k0→1@An#@Ar#!%2&
~k0→1@An#@Ar#!2

with k0→1 being the rate coefficient for the formation of
the AnAr cluster ~‘‘dimer’’ !. Thus, the measured
C̄(@AnArn

1#,@AnArk
1#) are consistent with a model in which

the dominant fluctuations occur at the first step of the cluster
growth sequence and propagate to clusters of larger sizes as
aggregates grow by argon condensation on AnAr. The dimer

FIG. 9. The mass spectra of the AnArn
1 cluster ions obtained from different

supersonic nozzles and under different ionization conditions:~a! continuous-
flow nozzle, one-color ionization;~b! pulsed nozzle, one-color ionization;
and ~c! pulsed nozzle, two-color~near-threshold! ionization. The corre-
sponding normalized covariance matrices are shown in Tables V~b!, V~a!,
and VI, respectively.
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formation is then a distinctive step in the growth sequence
and may dominate the subsequent cluster growth.

Thus, even though a one-color, two-photon ionization of
AnArn clusters generates extensive fragmentation, enough to
change the neutral cluster distribution as uncovered through
careful two-color, two-photon ionization, cluster growth, and
particularly dimer growth, kinetics seem to dominate the co-
variance map. This result is consistent with toluene/water
data and the need for a three-body collision to form the
dimer but not larger clusters. Dimer formation is both rate
controlling and correlated fluctuation dominating.

B. 4-fluorostyrene/argon

The mass spectrum of FSArn clusters is presented in Fig.
10. In this system the cluster ion distribution appears to peak
at n;4, 8, 20. Ionic cluster fragmentation does not alter this
growth generated distribution because one-color ionization is
very near threshold ionization. The distribution changes as a
function of argon pressure, but the multinodal pattern re-
mains reasonably constant. The mass resolved excitation
spectra of FSArn, n51,2,4, . . . ,22, clusters are shown in
Fig. 11.~Note that forn<4 these spectra are similar to those

TABLE V. Covariance mappings for AnArn
1 cluster ions from a~a! pulsed nozzleexpansion ionized by

resonant two-photon, one-color ionization@for the corresponding mass spectrum see Fig. 9~b!# and ~b! cw
nozzleexpansion ionized by resonant two-photon, one-color ionization@for the corresponding mass spectrum
see Fig. 9~a!#.

Ions AnArn
1 ,

AnArk
1 C̄(AnArn

1 ,AnArk
1) g(AnArn

1 ,AnArk
1) C(AnArn

1 ,AnArk
1)

~a!
AnAr12

1 ,AnAr11
1 0.03760.012 0.12760.040 0.14

AnAr12
1 ,AnAr7

1 0.02760.009 0.11260.040 0.24
AnAr12

1 ,AnAr5
1 0.02760.010 0.12060.040 0.33

AnAr12
1 ,AnAr4

1 0.01960.010 0.08860.040 0.27
AnAr12

1 ,AnAr3
1 0.01160.009 0.05160.040 0.17

AnAr12
1 ,AnAr1 0.01360.009 0.05660.040 0.24

AnAr8
1 ,AnAr7

1 0.02660.010 0.12260.050 0.52
AnAr8

1 ,AnAr3
1 0.01960.007 0.09660.040 0.64

AnAr8
1 ,AnAr1 0.02260.008 0.11160.040 0.94

AnAr4
1 ,AnAr3

1 0.02560.007 0.14960.040 1.6
AnAr4

1 ,AnAr1 0.02760.007 0.16060.040 2.2
AnAr2

1 ,AnAr1 0.02560.006 0.14560.040 2.5

~b!
AnAr12

1 ,AnAr11
1 0.05960.012 0.21960.050 0.6860.16

AnAr12
1 ,AnAr7

1 0.06660.012 0.26960.040 1.460.27
AnAr12

1 ,AnAr3
1 0.06660.011 0.27760.040 2.160.38

AnAr12
1 ,AnAr1 0.06860.008 0.28760.030 2.860.35

AnAr8
1 ,AnAr7

1 0.07460.009 0.33460.040 2.960.42
AnAr8

1 ,AnAr3
1 0.06860.009 0.32560.040 4.060.50

AnAr8
1 ,AnAr1 0.07160.007 0.34860.030 5.460.52

AnAr4
1 ,AnAr3

1 0.07760.009 0.37960.040 6.960.83
AnAr4

1 ,AnAr1 0.07160.007 0.36260.030 8.260.76
AnAr2

1 ,AnAr1 0.08260.007 0.41660.030 12.061.1

TABLE VI. Normalized covariance (C̄) matrix for AnArn clusters ionized by resonant two-photon, two-color near-threshold ionization. The standard
deviations~2s! of the normalized covariances are60.013. The corresponding mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 9~c!.

AnAr1 AnAr2 AnAr3
1 AnAr4

1 AnAr5
1 AnAr6

1 AnAr7
1 AnAr8

1 AnAr9
1 AnAr10

1

AnAr1 0.050 0.043 0.031 0.026 0.043 0.042 0.041 0.042 0.030
AnAr2

1 0.034 0.031 0.035 0.035 0.036 0.025 0.050 0.040
AnAr3

1 0.026 0.026 0.035 0.023 0.022 0.032 0.034
AnAr4

1 0.030 0.032 0.028 0.027 0.046 0.027
AnAr5

1 0.032 0.032 0.031 0.039 0.035
AnAr6

1 0.038 0.036 0.048 0.048
AnAr7

1 0.041 0.047 0.048
AnAr8

1 0.050 0.053
AnAr9

1 0.071
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measured by Bre´chignacet al.12 but are somewhat less re-
solved because we use 100% Ar rather than 5% Ar in He as
the expansion gas in order to observe larger clusters!. The
spectra for clusters withn.4 are reported for the first time
in this work. They show an interesting cluster size trend. The
S1←S0 absorption exhibits a small progressive blueshift
with increasing cluster size forn<15 followed by a larger
progressive redshift forn.15. The vertical solid line in Fig.
11 indicates the wavelength (34 282 cm21) used to record
the mass spectra shown in Fig. 10. Table VII lists ratios of
the absorption band areas integrated between 34 150 and
34 400 cm21 to absorption at 34 282 cm21. The mass spec-
tral intensities can be multiplied by these correction factors
to correct the mass spectra with respect to the varying ab-
sorption cross section. Correction factors forn,10 are quite
small, which suggests that the cluster ion distribution peaks
at n;4 and 8 are not due to photoabsorption cross section
variations but are characteristic of the neutral cluster distri-
bution. The corrected mass distribution is quite flat between
cluster sizes 10 and 20~Fig. 12!. Such a flat distribution is
probably a result of superposition of two distribution
maxima; therefore we tentatively suggest that there exists a
third maximum in the neutral distribution peaking atn
;20, but the existence of this node is less certain than that of
those atn;4 and 8.

The clear impression these spectra give is that larger
clusters grow at the expense of smaller ones: then;4 local
maximum decreases as then;8 local maximum develops,
etc.~see Fig. 10!. Compared to the AnArn cluster distribution
for two-color, two-photon near threshold ionization, the
FSArn distribution is similar but seems to develop more
maxima and to form larger clusters more readily.

Covariance mapping techniques can be employed here to
uncover more information concerning the origins of the ob-
served multinodal character of the FSArn

1 mass distribution.
The covariance matrix for this system is tabulated in Table

FIG. 10. The mass spectra of the FSArn
1 cluster ions obtained for different

pulsed nozzle currents. Note that increasing the nozzle current leads to
larger effective nozzle opening area and longer opening time. The effect is
similar to increasing the backing gas pressure, i.e., the cluster distribution
shifts to larger cluster size. Note the multinodal character of the FSArn

1

cluster size distribution. To guide the eyes, the FSArn
1 peak intensity

maxima have been fitted byB-spline curves.

FIG. 11. The mass resolved excitation spectra of FSArn, n51,2,4, . . . ,22
clusters. Note a small progressive blueshift of theS1←S0 absorption forn
<15 followed by larger progressive redshift forn.15. The solid vertical
line indicates the excitation wave number (34 282 cm21) used to record the
FSArn

1 mass spectra.

TABLE VII. Signal intensity correction factors for FSArn
1 cluster ions ac-

counting for cluster size variations of theS1←S0 photoabsorption cross
section at excitation energy of 34 282 cm21.

FSArn Correction

FSAr4 0.960
FSAr5 0.997
FSAr6 1.045
FSAr7 0.994
FSAr8 1.028
FSAr9 1.078
FSAr10 1.182
FSAr11 1.248
FSAr12 1.428
FSAr13 1.541
FSAr14 1.630
FSAr15 1.707
FSAr16 1.768
FSAr17 1.248
FSAr18 1.117
FSAr19 0.993
FSAr20 0.942
FSAr21 1.163
FSAr22 1.276
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VIII and is associated with the mass spectrum displayed in
Fig. 13. The spectrum is obtained with a small pulsed nozzle
opening and low pressure. Under these conditions the mass
spectrum peaks at cluster sizen54 and has a small shoulder
at n57 – 8. Notice that for any particular cluster sizen,
C̄(@FSArn

1#,@FSArk
1#) (k,n) decreases with decreasing

cluster sizek. For cluster sizen.6, C̄(@FSArn
1#,@FSArk

1#)
even changes sign ask decreases.C̄(@FSArn

1#,@FSArn21
1 #) is

always positive, shows a minimum atn55, and for larger
cluster sizes (n513) reaches a high value 0.168 or about
40% correlated fluctuations for@FSArn

1# and @FSArn21
1 #.

These trends differ remarkably from those found for the
AnArn system discussed above: In that case, the normalized
covariances were all small, equal, and independent of cluster
size.

We conclude that the normalized covariances are all due
to cluster growth:~1! fragmentation is basically nonexistent
in this system under the ionization conditions chosen;~2! the
covariances scale withI L

2 or the product of signal ion inten-

sities; and~3! laser intensity fluctuation cannot generate this
behavior and laser pulse selection~63%! shows the same
results.

The observed trends of the normalized covariances
C̄(@FSArn

1#,@FSArk#) are consistent with shifts of the cluster
distribution for neutral FSArn clusters from one nodal maxi-
mum to another: that is, with the distribution peaking atn
;4 giving rise to the distribution peaking atn;8, giving
rise to the distribution peaking atn;19 on a pulse-to-pulse
basis. This behavior accounts for the decreasing normalized
covariances and their ultimate negative values as displayed
in Table VIII. In order to model this normalized covariance
behavior, two conditions must be satisfied:~1! the averaged
intensity pattern of the mass spectrum must be fit; and~2! a
pattern of cluster intensity fluctuations must be determined

FIG. 12. Upper panel: The measured, uncorrected FSArn
1 distribution ob-

tained at high pulsed nozzle current. Lower panel: Distribution corrected
with respect to varyingS1←S0 absorption cross sections with the cluster
size employing correction factors from Table VII. The corresponding nor-
malized covariance matrix is shown in Table X~see also Fig. 11!.

TABLE VIII. Normalized covariance (C̄) matrix for FSArn
1 cluster ions produced at low pulsed valve currents~low beam density!. The standard deviations

~2s! of the normalized covariances are between60.004~for values smaller than 0.050! and60.014~for values larger than 0.150!. The corresponding mass
spectrum is shown in Fig. 13.

FSAr1 FSAr2
1 FSAr3

1 FSAr4
1 FSAr5

1 FSAr6
1 FSAr7

1 FSAr8
1 FSAr9

1 FSAr10
1 FSAr11

1 FSAr12
1 FSAr13

1

FSAr1 0.014 0.013 0.011 0.006 0.002 20.005 20.010 20.016 20.019 20.021 20.019 20.018
FSAr2

1 0.014 0.012 0.008 0.003 20.002 20.009 20.015 20.022 20.023 20.025 20.024
FSAr3

1 0.014 0.011 0.006 0.000 20.006 20.014 20.020 20.023 20.025 20.026
FSAr4

1 0.012 0.009 0.005 20.001 20.009 20.016 20.021 20.023 20.025
FSAr5

1 0.014 0.012 0.009 0.003 20.002 20.007 20.011 20.015
FSAr6

1 0.020 0.021 0.021 0.016 0.011 0.007 0.002
FSAr7

1 0.034 0.038 0.037 0.036 0.030 0.022
FSAr8

1 0.060 0.065 0.066 0.061 0.051
FSAr9

1 0.094 0.101 0.100 0.089
FSAr10

1 0.127 0.132 0.121
FSAr11

1 0.156 0.148
FSAr12

1 0.168

FIG. 13. Upper panel: The FSArn
1 mass spectrum obtained at low pulsed

nozzle current. The corresponding normalized covariance matrix is shown in
Table VIII. Lower panel: The measured distribution from the upper panel
~d! fitted by a sum of two log-normal distributionsx1A(n) and x2B(n)
~solid line!. Also shown are the individual distributionsx1A(n) andx2B(n)
and the normalized distributionsA(n) andB(n). Note that the distributions
A(n) andB(n) are used to simulate the pattern of cluster intensity fluctua-
tions to obtain simulated covariance matrix shown in Table IX~for details of
the simulation see the text!.
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which will yield the proper normalized covariance matrix
elements. A good qualitative fit can be achieved within the
following approximation scheme.

First, fit the measured average FSArn mass spectrum
with a linear combination of two log-normal distributions
A(n) andB(n). This implies that the monomer aggregation
probability increases with some power of the cluster size.
The position of the distributionsA(n) andB(n) maxima are
at n54 and 8, respectively. All other parameters are varied
in the least-squares fitting program. Figure 13 shows the
measured cluster intensities, the best fitx1A(n)1x2B(n),
the individual distributionsx1A(n) andx2B(n), and the nor-
malized distributionsA(n) andB(n) both of which have the
same area.

Second, fluctuations are chosen to have the form
yA8(n)2yB8(n) with y generated randomly from a normal
distribution with s;0.1x1 . DistributionsA8(n) and B8(n)
have exactly the same shape asA(n) and B(n), but the
positions of their maximaj and k are allowed to fluctuate
from cluster sizesn54 andn58, respectively, with fluctua-
tions j 24 andk28 generated randomly from a normal dis-
tribution with s52.

The covariance matrix is computed from 2500 data
records. For each data record a new set of parametersy, j, k,
is generated by a random number generator and the cluster
distribution is calculated by the formula

I ~n!5x1A~n!1yA8~n!1x2B~n!2yB8~n!. ~18!

The calculated covariance matrix is presented in Table IX.
The agreement between the experimental results in Table
VIII and those calculated with the simple model is quite
reasonable. Clearly the trend of covariance values across or
down Table IX is like that in Table VIII. This fit suggests
that FSArn clusters grow in the manner modeled: A cluster
distribution at low n value ~;4! quickly forms and then
larger nodal patterns (n;8,;20) develop at the expense of
the smaller one~s!. The shuffling of cluster intensity from
one mode peaking atn54 to the next mode peaking atn
58 is simulated here by varying parametery from positive
to negative values. Note that the covariance matrix elements
are very sensitive to this growth behavior while the averaged
mass spectrum of FSArn is not. The absolute values in the

simulated covariance table~Table IX! are lower than those in
the measured covariance table~Table VIII!. This difference
may be attributed to the oversimplification of the modeling
scheme, e.g., we assume that the total number of clusters
formed does not vary from pulse to pulse. Table X contains
comparable results for an experiment at higher pressures of
Ar such that the distribution of FSArn has these local
maxima atn;8,20.

Apparently each local maximum in the multinodal
FSArn

1 cluster ion size distribution results from a different
set of growth kinetic parameters. The FSArn distribution
shape is different than that found for AnArn . The FSArn
distribution is very sensitive to small random changes of the
parameters in the supersonic expansion; these fluctuations
shuffle intensity from one distribution node to another. A
kinetic model presented in Sec. IX will show that this case is
consistent with fast kinetic rates for both the FSAr~dimer!
formation and for the formation of larger FSArn clusters.
FSAr dimers must form rapidly while the density of Ar is
still high in the molecular jet so that further cluster distribu-
tion patterns (n;4→n;8→n;19) can develop. Because
the growth kinetics are fast, small changes in Ar concentra-
tion have rather profound effects on the cluster distribution.

The reason the FSArn cluster distribution changes dis-
continuously (n;4→n;8→;19) rather than smoothly is
probably associated with cluster stability relations, associ-
ated with the decrease of cluster growth rate upon closing of
solvation shells or half shells.

IX. SIMULATION OF CLUSTER GROWTH KINETICS

The covariance data suggest that cluster growth kinetics
of FSArn clusters are faster than those of AnArn clusters. To
elucidate which of the cluster growth parameters~dimer for-
mation rate, cross-section-size dependence, overall rates,
concentrations, etc.! might be responsible for this difference,
a simple numerical model is developed to simulate cluster
growth and its dependence on argon concentration, the AnAr
~or FSAr! dimer formation rate, and the rates of subsequent
steps in the growth process. In the equations below R stands
for either the FS or An chromophore. The kinetics of RArn

formation can be characterized by the rate equations,

TABLE IX. Simulated normalized covariance (C̄) matrix of FSArn1 cluster ions corresponding to the cluster size distribution displayed in Fig. 13. For
details of the simulation see the text. Note that the extraordinarily high value ofC̄(FSAr2

1 ,FSAr1) is a simulation artifact@arising when the parameterj ~see
the text! is allowed to reach too small values#, and should be ignored.

FSAr1 FSAr2
1 FSAr3

1 FSAr4
1 FSAr5

1 FSAr6
1 FSAr7

1 FSAr8
1 FSAr9

1 FSAr10
1 FSAr11

1 FSAr12
1 FSAr13

1

FSAr1 0.707 0.076 20.042 20.104 20.138 20.149 20.150 20.150 20.156 20.170 20.195 20.237
FSAr2

1 0.141 0.032 20.017 20.045 20.057 20.059 20.059 20.060 20.064 20.072 20.086
FSAr3

1 0.039 0.009 20.012 20.024 20.028 20.030 20.032 20.035 20.041 20.049
FSAr4

1 0.016 0.002 20.008 20.014 20.017 20.019 20.022 20.026 20.033
FSAr5

1 0.010 0.003 20.002 20.005 20.008 20.011 20.014 20.019
FSAr6

1 0.011 0.008 0.005 0.003 0.001 20.001 20.004
FSAr7

1 0.013 0.012 0.011 0.010 0.010 0.009
FSAr8

1 0.015 0.016 0.016 0.017 0.019
FSAr9

1 0.019 0.020 0.023 0.027
FSAr10

1 0.024 0.028 0.035
FSAr11

1 0.035 0.044
FSAr12

1 0.057
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d^RArn&
dt

5k~n21!→n@Ar#^RArn21&

2kn→~n11!@Ar#^RArn&, n>1 ~19!

in which @Ar# is the concentration of argon, and^RArk& is
the total flux of RArk clusters at timet in the expansion. The
rate constantski are a function of buffer gas concentration
(@Bg#5Ar or He! in the beam.kn→(n11) can be expressed as

kn→~n11!5kan

ksn11@Bg#tn11

11ksn11@Bg#tn11
~20!

in which kan is the bimolecular collision rate of RArn with
Ar to form the activated complex RArn11* , ksn11 is the col-
lision rate of RArn11* with buffer gas,@Bg# is the buffer gas
concentration, andtn11 is the lifetime of the activated com-
plex. The lifetimetn11 increases rapidly with cluster sizen
due to the increase in internal degrees of freedom. Forn
.1 the mean cluster lifetime is greater than the mean time
between collisions with the buffer gas; that is,ksn@Bg#tn

@1. Under this assumptionkn→(n11)5kan for n>1. Assum-
ing that this bimolecular collision ratekan increases with
cluster size,ka can take the formkan5k(n11)z:z is one of
the simulation input parameters.

t1 is much shorter than all othertn because the dimer
has only three degrees of freedom for rigid R and atom Ar.
Hence in the early stages of the expansion~the growth pro-
cess!, ks1@Bg#t1,1 andk0→1,ka05k. The ratiok0→1 /k
will be the second input parameter in the simulation. The
relative rate of dimer formation to further cluster growth can
thereby be explored for its effect on covariances and cluster
distributions.k0→1 ~the dimer formation rate constant! will
also decrease with distance from the nozzle~time of expan-
sion! because of the decrease in@Bg#, but we will ignore this

factor for this simple simulation. This overestimates dimer
formation in the later stages of the expansion. Additionally,
the assumption is made that

@Ar#5
@Ar#0ad2

x2
;

@Ar#0ad2

v2t2

for d the nozzle diameter,a5a(Cp ,Cv) ~see Ref. 15!, x the
downstream distance from the nozzle, andv the beam veloc-
ity (;13105 cm/s), andt time. Then

kn→~n11!@Ar#5
Kn

t2

with

Kn5kn→~n11!

@Ar#0ad2

v2
,

~21!
d^RArn&

dt
5

Kn21

t2
^RArn21&2

Kn

t2
^RArn&.

This system of differential equations@Eq. ~21!# can be solved
in analytical form. With^RArn&(t0)50, the solution is

^RArn&5^R&0)
i 50

n21

Ki(
i 50

n
exp@Ki~1/t21/t0!#

P
j 50
j Þ i

n

~K j2Ki !

. ~22!

In Eq. ~22! ^R&0 is the flux of R~An or FS! from the nozzle,
t0 is the time at which the temperature of the beam is low
enough for clustering to start, and the flux^RArn& of RArn

clusters is calculated at timet.t0 during the expansion. The
final distribution at the end of the expansion is obtained for
1/t50,

TABLE X. Normalized covariance (C̄) matrix of FSArn
1 cluster ions produced at high pulsed valve currents. For sake of brevity, all normalized covariances

are multiplied by a factor of 1000. The standard deviations~2s! of the normalized covariances are between60.004~for values smaller than 0.050! and60.012
~for values larger than 0.050!. The corresponding mass spectrum cluster size distribution is shown in Fig. 12.

n/n 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

4 52 52 53 51 47 42 38 31 24 19 12 4 23 27 211 214 218 223 223 223 223
5 52 54 51 47 43 38 32 25 19 13 6 21 26 210 213 217 220 222 223 222
6 54 53 49 44 38 33 25 20 11 3 25 210 215 218 223 228 229 230 230
7 54 49 45 40 34 27 21 13 4 23 28 213 216 222 226 227 228 229
8 49 44 39 34 26 21 12 3 24 210 215 219 224 230 230 231 232
9 43 39 33 27 22 14 5 23 28 213 217 222 227 229 230 231

10 37 33 27 23 16 9 1 24 28 213 217 223 224 226 228
11 31 27 23 18 11 5 0 25 29 213 218 220 222 225
12 27 24 20 15 9 5 1 22 27 212 214 216 219
13 25 23 19 16 14 10 8 3 0 24 25 28
14 25 23 21 20 17 16 13 8 6 2 0
15 27 28 29 27 26 25 22 19 16 13
16 36 40 40 41 41 39 36 33 31
17 50 54 56 57 58 55 53 51
18 63 66 70 72 70 69 67
19 75 80 85 83 83 82
20 88 94 94 93 94
21 106 106 108 110
22 118 120 125
23 126 132
24 138
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^RArn&5^R&0)
i 50

n21

Ki(
i 50

n
exp@2Ki /t0#

P
j 50
j Þ i

n

~K j2Ki !

. ~23!

Using kn→(n11)5k(n11)z, n>1, we can expressKn , n
>1, in the form

Kn5K~n11!z with K5k
@Ar#0ad2

v2
. ~24!

The parameterK0 describing dimer formation can be ex-
pressed asK05(k0→1 /k)K. The final computational form is

^RArn&

^R&0
5

k0→1

k )
i 51

n21

~ i 11!zF expS 2
k0→1

k
K/t0D

P
j 51

n S ~ j 11!z2
k0→1

k D

1(
i 51

n
exp@2~ i 11!zK/t0#

S k0→1

k
2~ i 11!zD P

j 51
j Þ i

n

@~ j 11!z2~ i 11!z#G .

~25!

In this latter equation the cluster distribution is expressed as
a function of three dimensionless parameters:z, k0→1 /k, and
K/t0 . Thez parameter models the change in cross section for
Ar addition to RArn as a function of cluster sizen for n
>1. The parameterk0→1 /k expresses the rate of dimer for-
mation relative to the clustering rates of larger clusters. The
parameterK/t0 describes the absolute size of the clustering
rate. The first two parameters,z andk0→1 /k, are character-
istic of the system studied.K/t0 scales with@Ar#0 in the
nozzle, with nozzle area, and with inverse time 1/t0 . K/t0

can model changes in backing pressure and pulsed nozzle
current and the clustering rate constantsKn for n.1.

In order to compare the experimental and simulated
mass spectra distribution for AnArn

1 and FSArn
1 clusters,

careful experimental intensities must be generated for both
systems under exactly the same experimental conditions
~e.g., timing, spatial distribution, laser powers, threshold ion-
ization, etc.!. Additionally, the parametersK/t0 , k0→1 /k,
andz for both AnArn

1 and FSArn
1 clusters must also be com-

pared to determined relative neutral cluster growth behavior
for the two cluster systems. The~two-color! AnArn and~one-
color! FSArn mass intensity distributions are determined si-
multaneously~by coexpanding aniline and 4-fluorostyrene in
Ar! to ensure that experimental expansion conditions are
identical. The observed FSArn

1 distributions are corrected for
absorption cross sections as described in Sec. VIII B. This
procedure is not necessary for AnArn clusters for 2,n,15.
Figure 14 shows data for two different pulsed nozzle currents
~equivalent to two different cw nozzle backing pressuresp1

andp2 , p2;1.4p1).
For the simulated fit to these results for AnArn

1 and
FSArn

1 distributions the three parameters of the fit are varied
as follows:z51/2, andK/t0 andk0→1 /k are varied to fit the

low current ~pressure! distributions, and 1.4K/t0 and
k0→1 /k are varied to fit the high current~pressure! distribu-
tions simultaneously. The best fit for FSArn

1 clusters is found
for K/t054.660.3 andk0→1 /k50.8560.15 ~see Fig. 14!
and the best fit for AnArn

1 clusters is found forK/t053.75
60.25 andk0→1 /k50.8560.15. Thus both the dimer for-
mation ratek0→1 and the overall cluster formation rate
K(}k) are faster~by roughly 25%! for neutral FSArn cluster
growth than for neutral AnArn cluster growth. If the relative
dimer formation rate constantk0→1 /k is too small~;0.1!, a
Poisson distribution of clusters is never achieved for any
overall clustering rateK/t0 , and the cluster intensity de-
creases with cluster sizen.

The faster derived growth kinetics for FSArn neutral
clusters is consistent with both the observed pressure depen-
dence of the distributions and the FSArn

1 covariance map
matrix elements. The faster growth kinetics imply that small
fluctuations of the parameters in supersonic expansion~i.e.,
the @Ar# concentration, temperature, etc.! will lead to rela-
tively larger cluster distribution changes on a pulse-to-pulse
basis. This is consistent with the higher normalized covari-
ance matrix elements for FSArn

1 than for AnArn
1 .

The final result to be fit by this simulation and modeling
algorithm is the pattern in the mass distribution of FSArn

1

cluster ions which shows local cluster population maxima at
;n54, 8, 20. This behavior is consistent with a decrease in
the Ar attachment rate at cluster sizesn54, 8, and 19. We
model this decrease for small clusters (n,15) in the follow-
ing way: Kn5K(n11)z for n,4, Kn50.81K(n11)z for 4
<n,8, and Kn50.73K(n11)z for 8<n. Results of this
augmented simulation are displayed in Fig. 15. The best fit to

FIG. 14. The corrected measured~hollow bars! and simulated~solid and
dashed lines! distributions of the AnArn

1 and FSArn
1 cluster ions produced

by expanding simultaneously aniline and 4-fluorostyrene from the nozzle:
~a! AnArn

1 , low nozzle current;~b! AnArn
1 , high nozzle current;~c!

FSArn
1 , low nozzle current; and~d! FSArn

1 , high nozzle current. Note that
at the same current the FSArn

1 distribution peaks at larger cluster size than
the AnArn

1 distribution. The simulated distributions are obtained by fitting
simultaneously the low and the high current distributions with one set of
parameters. The dashed lines show fit of the FSArn

1 distributions when the
cluster growth ratesKn→n11 for n>8 are lowered by 10%, which would be
consistent with solvation shell or half-shell closing at cluster sizen58 ~for
details of the modeling and fitting procedures and results, see the text!.
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the experimental data is obtained by varying parametersK/t0

and k0→1 /k and by decreasingKn at n54 and 8~dashed
line, fitted parametersK/t054.1,k0→1 /k50.95). This fit is
compared in Fig. 15 with the best fit to the experimental data
obtained without decreasingKn ~solid line, fitted parameters
K/t053.9, k0→1 /k50.95). Note that the value ofK/t0 for
the distribution shown in Fig. 15 is lower than theK/t0 fit to
the cluster distribution shown in Fig. 14~c!. This result is
consistent with the lower valve current~pressure! for the data
displayed in Fig. 15. With these rate decreases about the
‘‘magic’’ numbers,n54, 8 the FSArn

1 cluster ion distribu-
tion is qualitatively fit. The drop in clustering rate at the
‘‘magic’’ cluster sizes would be consistent with the idea of
solvent shell closing.

X. CONCLUSIONS

Covariance mapping of mass spectra is employed to
study the dynamics of neutral cluster growth and ionic clus-
ter fragmentation for the cluster systems TmWn , AnArn , and
FSArn . Covariance mapping data provide central qualitative
information about cluster growth and fragmentation. In order
to achieve more quantitative understanding of the detailed
cluster growth/fragmentation kinetics, modeling of covari-
ance data and mass spectral intensities are quite useful.

The TmWn system is studied to test the covariance map-
ping technique for a system with weakly bound clusters and
one in which neutral cluster growth, cluster ion fragmenta-
tion, and cluster ion chemistry occur simultaneously. Cluster
fragmentation can be observed for this system if growth con-
tributions to the correlation coefficients can be minimized.
Nonetheless, the major contribution to the covariance comes
from neutral cluster growth in this system as demonstrated
by the correlation coefficient dependence on the ionization
laser intensityI L , or equivalently on the geometric mean of
the signal intensities. In fact, modeling shows that fragmen-

tation makes a very small contribution to the covariance ma-
trix elements, as is confirmed by the AnArn data for both
one-color and two-color ionization, due to the low efficiency
of the I←S1 ionization step. Thus the growth of neutral van
der Waals clusters is the major contributing mechanism to
the correlation coefficient and covariance matrix elements.

The reason the correlation coefficient is laser intensity
dependent is that the variance matrix elements have different
contributions than the covariance matrix elements: the vari-
ance is more dependent on Poisson fluctuations of total ion
counts, which scale withI L , than on the cluster growth con-
tributions to total signal fluctuation behavior, which scale
with I L

2.
These results compel us to define a normalized covari-

ance that can eliminate the laser intensity or signal intensity
product dependence of the usual covariance matrix elements:
C̄(@x1#,@y1#)5C(@x1#,@y1#)/@x1#@y1#. In this manner
the normalized covariance that is growth dominated for these
systems no longer depends on the signal intensities of the
two ions correlated.

The AnArn
1 cluster ion distributions created by one-color

and two-color ionization are very different due to the cluster
ion fragmentation created by one-color ionization; nonethe-
less, their covariances are nearly identical because the domi-
nant contribution to the covariance matrix elements comes
from the growth process.

FSArn cluster ions are not fragmented by one-color ion-
ization and their covariances are growth dominated. The
mass spectral peak intensities have local maxima atn;4, 8,
and 20 for this system. The normalized covariance for FSArn

shows that highern maxima in the cluster ion distribution are
generated from the lowern maxima by neutral cluster
growth. The FSArn neutral cluster distribution appears to be
a superposition of three broad, overlapping, log-normal-like
distributions peaking around cluster sizesn;4, 8, 20. Small
random fluctuations of the parameters in the supersonic ex-
pansion shuffle intensity from one distribution node to an-
other on a pulse-to-pulse basis. This is consistent with fast
FSArn cluster growth kinetics. The maxima atn;4, 8 and
20 could be due to solvation shell or half-shell closing.

For both AnArn and FSArn , kinetic modeling and com-
puter simulations demonstrate that the dimer growth rates are
an essential and controlling component of the growth pro-
cess. The dimer growth rate appears to be larger for FSArn

than for AnArn probably because FS has more low frequency
vibrational modes that can couple to the van der Waals space
and enhance the lifetimes of the dimer activated complex.
The cluster formation rate constants for RArn , n.1, clusters
are also larger for FSArn than for AnArn .

The covariance mapping technique has proven extremely
useful for the analysis of the underlying processes generating
mass spectral data for van der Waals clusters: it has shown
the importance of neutral cluster growth for the correlations
between features in the cluster ion mass distribution. We are
now applying this technique to the study of very different
clusters (MrOs , AgrXs systems! to determine the relative
importance of cluster growth and fragmentation dynamics

FIG. 15. The corrected measured~hollow bars! and simulated~solid and
dashed lines! distributions of the FSArn

1 cluster ions produced at nozzle
current lower than in Fig. 14~but higher than in Fig. 13!. The solid line
shows the best fit without considering solvation shell or half-shell closing
effects. The dashed line is obtained by simulating solvation shell or half-
shell closing at cluster sizes 4 and 8 by lowering the cluster growth rates
Kn→n11 by 19% forn>4 and by additional 9% forn>8.
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for different systems and to explore the nature of the cova-
riance matrix elements under very different limiting physical
conditions.
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